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Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. C.L. Miller, Project Director
Project Directorate I-2
Division of Reactor Projects
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
REVISION TO GENERIC LETTER S9-10 COMPLETION PLAN

Reference:

Letter PLA-3949,'Revision to Generic Letter 89-10 Completion
17, 1994pom RG. Byrarn (PP&L) to C.L. Miller (NRC)

Docket Nos. 50-387
and 50-3SS

Plan,'ated

Dear Mr. Miller:

The purpose
1)

of this letter is-to:
provide the staff with the additional information as requested in the
recently published Supplement 6 to Generic Letter for Pennsylvania
Power 4 Light Company's revised plan and commitments for the
completion of all tasks necessary to meet the guidelines of Generic Letter
89-10,

2)

provide justification for deferral of work on the valves associated with
the Main Steamline Isolation Valve Leakage Control System (MSIVLCS) within our Generic Letter 89-10 program as reflected in our latest
Generic Letter 89-10 scope,

3)

provide justification for the deletion of certain butterfly, plug, and
modulating valves from the scope of our Generic Letter 89-10 Program,

This letter supersedes the above referenced letter (PLA-3949).

9405020377 940429
ADOCK 05000387

'PDR
P
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Addressing the issues included on Generic Letter 89-10 has been a priority at Pennsylvania
Power & Light Company. Soon afler the Generic Letter was issued, PP&L formed a project
team to address the issues. In PP&L's initial response to Generic Letter 89-10, we stated that:
1)

2)
3)
4)

A program description

and schedule would be completed by June, 1990.
Every effort would be made to meet the 5 year schedule although preliminary
indications were that it is overly aggressive for the scope of work involved.
Testing would be limited to those MOVs needed to prevent inadvertent failures.
Motor-operated dampers would not be included in the scope.

When the schedule was developed in 1990, it showed that all Generic Letter 89-10 physical
activities would be completed during the Unit 2 6th RIO that is to end in May 1994. The only
activity that would be completed after June 28, 1994, was the summary report. This report was
scheduled to be issued prior to 10/01/94.

During the September 1991 NRC Inspection of our Generic Letter 89-10, the NRC raised several
technical issues that needed to be resolved. Also, as the technology on MOV testing evolved,
additional technical issues were raised. A summary of these technical issues is provided in
Attachment A. During the resolution of each technical issue we noted that the results were
interdependent and a new static test may be required after each issue was resolved. Calculations
needed to support the MOV design and testing were continuously revised as each issue was
resolved. Also, it was noted that the resolution to any one issue could put the MOV in a nonconservative setup when compared to the final setup that integrated the resolutions of all the
technical issues. Therefore, in the Fall of 1992, PP&L determined that it was prudent and in the
best interest of safety to defer MOV testing until all the Technical issues could be resolved. At
the time the decision to defer testing and resolve all the technical issues were made,
approximately 85% of the engineering calculations had been performed at least once with many
being revised several times, and 158 of the 170 static diagnostic tests had been performed. Ten
(10) of 42 dynamic tests on rising stem valves had been performed and 1 of 22 dynamic tests on
butterfly valves had been performed. The technical issues were resolved by the Spring of 1993.

As a result of the resolution of the technical issues, all MOVs had to be reanalyzed with the new
torque switch settings and thrust criteria established, 112 static diagnostic tests needed to be
reperformed, and an operability assessment had to be developed and documented for those valves
which needed to be retested. Also, a decision was made to defer work on the MSIV-LCS valves
since a project to remove this system was being formed. A discussion of these valves is
contained later in this letter.

-3-
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A valve-by-valve

schedule was then developed. The schedule showed that three valves would
not have a static diagnostic retest completed by 6/28/94, five butterfly valves and 13 rising stem
valves would not be dynamically tested by 6/28/94. The deferral of these tests is due to system
availability for testing.

The following is a summary schedule and status as of April 1, 1994,
necessary to complete the Generic Letter 89-10 project.

A.

of the activities that

are

For each of the valves in the scope of Generic Letter 89-10, except for the MSIV-LCS
valves, the following will be accomplished prior to June 28, 1994:
~

The design basis for the operation of each MOV will be completed and will include
flows, pressures, degraded voltages and for normal and abnormal events in the safety
directions (open and/or closed) and weak link analyses or seismic qualification
calculations.

~

The correct switch settings will be established for valve opening and/or closing.

~

The MOV configuration will be verified in the field; including actuator, spring pack,
gearing, stem and motors.

~

The proper limit switch settings will be verified by physical inspection.

~

The stem lubrication
inspection.

~

The torque switch settings will be set in the field to meet Generic Letter 89-10
acceptance criteria with the exception of the following valves:

will be insured to

be adequate by application

of grease or by

HV-151F009
HV-15 1F023
See Attachments B and D

respectively.

for the valves'hysical description and safety function
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~

All rising

stem valves will be static diagnostic tested at least once. The following
valves that have been previously tested require new tests due to the resolution of
either the VOTES 10CFR21 or a deficiency:

HV-151F007A
HV-151F009
HV-151F023
See Attachments B and D

for the valves'hysical description and safety function

respectively.
~

All butterfly

valves will be differential pressure (dynamic) tested except for the
following valves in the ESW system:

HV-11215A
HV-11215B
HV-21210A (already stroked under surveillance)
HV-21215A
HV-21215 B
~.

Unless otherwise justified, the minimum available factors (for safety functions) for
each of the rising stem valves that have not been dynamically tested are as follows:

3IN.GI'."08$~:IVA'L''VII:S

>.".:';.

Valve Factor

Stem/Stem nut Coefficient

0.5

of Friction

0.2

0.2

(for motor capability assessment)
These factors envelop the results of evaluations
differential pressure and static test information.

of available EPRI

and Susquehanna

SES
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~

One butterfly valve out of each group of similar valves (except HV-21144A and HV21144B) will be dynamically tested with diagnostics (a total of 5). HV-21144A and
HV-21144B willbe dynamically tested without diagnostics.

~

Rising stem valves will be assessed for operability within a calculation by a
combination of valve set up, static diagnostic tests and functionality assessments
based upon one of the following:
'::;:;OPER'A'BIL'1TV!i!
SSKSSMF<gT;...s.

In-Situ Dynamic Tests

w/Diags.
w/o Diags.

Diff. Press. = 0
Excessive Margins
Globes - Flow under Seat and Open
Only Safety Function
Similarity to In-Situ Tested Valve

NON-TESTABLE
TOTAL

Note 1:
Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:
Note 5:
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Test
Test
Note I
Note 1
Note I

Similarity
Analysis
Note 2

';:::ll,:".,':TOTAL>(mlle ~i,.:,:;:;.:j<l'"„~~A'FfER';.6/2SI94)i!')>l";,:P":,.'i'-.;
r,0,.z..".',%,'",.?;:;,:, )E..tm: ".:c;:::.p',...tlat?bp:N/c>'.,")@@.+p?c,,p.:s...:

33

12 (Notes 3

& 5)

8

1(Notes3

&5)

tp>

.3;

16
10

88
170

88 (Notes 4

& 5)

Static test sufficient to determine operability.
Non-Testable rely on either EPRI tests and EPRI methodology or engineering analysis to assess
operability.
Physical description contained in Attachment B.
Physical description contained in Attachment C.
Safety function description provided in Attachment D.

valves in the scope of Generic Letter 89-10 that have not been tested prior to
June 28, 1994, the following is the completion schedule.

B. For each

of the

~ Testing

of the five remaining butterfly valves will be completed by July

15, 1994. Long

term test assessments (incorporating test results) for valves HV-11210 A/B, HV-11215
A/B, HV-21210 A/B, and HV-21215 A/B will be completed by August 30, 1994.
those valves listed in Attachment B, set-up and testing will be completed prior to or
during the startup following the next refueling and inspection outage on each unit after
June 28, 1994. These refueling and inspection outages are scheduled to begin in March
1995 for Unit 1 and in September 1995 for Unit 2. Those valves listed in Attachment C
will have functionality assessments completed by 12/31/95 based upon the EPRI
methodology being issued by June 30, 1994. These functionality assessments are based
upon EPRI methodology, similarity to tested valves or engineering analysis.

~ For
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C. On 12/08/93, an Engineering Deficiency Report (EDR) was written to document wiring
discrepancies for 2 valves in the RCIC system and 1 valve in the HPCI system. This EDR is
presently being evaluated. We will inform the NRC should this EDR effect the Generic
Letter 89-10 completion schedule.

On 3/15/94 an Engineering Deficiency Report (EDR) was written to document vendor
published inaccuracies in determining error associated with VOTES pullout thrusts. This
EDR is presently being evaluated and we will inform the NRC should the EDR effect GL 8910 completion schedule.
I

ti

n

l e-
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n
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PP&L is deferring the Generic Letter 89-10 work on the motor operated valves associated with
the Main Steam Line Isolation Valve-Leakage Control System (MSIV-LCS) in anticipation of
removing this system from Susquehanna SES. PP&L has formed a project team to evaluate the
feasibility of the deletion of this system and is involved with the BWROG's efforts with respect
to this system. During the Unit 1 7th RIO, a walk-down was performed to evaluate the seismic
concerns associated with the removal of the MSIV-LCS. On the basis of preliminary findings
from the walk-down, there are a few open issues that may require design changes. During the
Unit 2 6th RIO, a walkdown will also be performed. A formal determination on the removal of
the system will be made after the walkdown in Unit 2 Ifit is determined that the system will not
be removed, the MOVs on this system will be addressed in accordance with PP&L's Generic
Letter 89-10 requirements prior to the start up following the Unit 1 8th RIO and the Unit 2 7th
RIO.
These valves are tested in accordance with our Inservice Testing Program for Pumps and Valves.
The requirements in this program for these valves are:
~ Quarterly
~ Stroke

exercise tests that are conducted at power or in a cold shutdown condition.

time measurement concurrent with quarterly exercise tests.

~ Leakage

rate test once per 24 months on containment isolation valves.

-7-

MSIV-LCS VALVES TESTED
HV 139F001B
HV 139F001F
HV 139F001K
HV 139F001P
HV 139F002B
HV 139F002F
HV 139F002K
HV 139F002P
HV 139F003B
HV 139F003F
HV 139F003K
HV 139F003P
HV 139F006
HV 139F007
HV 139FOOS
HV 139F009
HV 141F020
3.

F'

r
V
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IST PROGRAM
HV 239F001B
HV 239F001F
HV 239F001K
HV 239F001P
HV 239F002B
HV 239F002F
HV 239F002K
HV 239F002P
HV 239F003B
HV 239F003F
HV 239F003K
HV 239F003P
HV 239F006
HV 239F007
HV 239FOOS
HV 239F009
HV 241F020

PE<R

ner'e

V

PP&L is constantly reviewing and evaluating the motor operated valves at Susquehanna SES
against the requirements of Generic Letter S9-10. As part of this continuous update, PP&L
attempts to determine the effectiveness of the implementation of the GL 89-10 program for each
MOV and the resultant benefits from including the particular MOV in the GL 89-10 program.
Four valves have been identified as not gaining significant benefit from remaining in the GL 8910 program. These valves are the Emergency Service Water (ESW) Loop A (B) Supply Valve
HV-01110E (HV-01112E), and Return Valve, HV-01120E (HV-01122E). These valves supply
ESW cooling to the 'O'iesel Generator (D/G) heat exchangers during the 'E'/G operation.
These valves are normally closed except when the 'E'/G is replacing the 'A', 'B', 'C', or 'D'/G
or when the 'O'/G is being surveilled. These valves are 10 inch with a maximum differential
pressure of 159 psid and a maximum flow of 1812 gpm.

'O'iesel

Generator is the standby diesel generator, which replaces any one of the four
normally aligned D/Gs to allow repairs or regularly scheduled maintenance to be performed on
one of them without placing the plant in an LCO. When the 'E'/G is replacing one of the four
normally aligned D/Gs, the loop A and loop B ESW Supply and Return Valves, for the 'O'/G,

The

-8-
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'E'/G

is being surveilled, the loop A
are open and have no safety functions to close. When the
have
a
and
Return
Valves
are
and
a
or Loop B ESW Supply
safety function to close
open
LOCA and/or LOOP were to occur.

if

'E'/G

once per month, provided it is not
Surveillance Procedure SO-024-014 tests the
substituted for another D/G. Normally, due to regularly scheduled maintenance, this SO is
performed only 7 or 8 times per year. This SO aligns either the A or B ESW Loop supply and
return valves to the 'E'/G for < 5 Hours each time the SO is performed. Once per 18 months,
Surveillance Procedure SE-024-E05 performs a 24 hour 'E'/G run which has the B ESW Loop
Supply and Return Valves aligned to the 'E'/G for < 26 hours. During the performance of the
SO and SE, the supply and return valves are open and will automatically close ifa LOCA and/or
a LOOP were to occur during the testing. The automatic closure of the A and B ESW loop
supply and return valves to the 'E'/G only occurs when the valves are open for testing and the
'E'/G is not substituted for another D/G. When the 'E'/G is substituted for another D/G, and
the A and B ESW loop supply and return valves are open and have no close safety function;
therefore, the valves have no automatic closure signals when in this alignment. On the basis of
the testing specified in the SO, the ESW Loop A supply and return valves are open a maximum
of 40 hours per year (8 tests x 5 hours per test) or the B ESW Loop supply and return valves are
open a maximum of 40 hours per year. The SE directs only the B Loop of ESW to be aligned to
the 'E'/G during its required testing; therefore, the B ESW Loop supply and return valves are
open an additional 17 hours per year. The A or B ESW Loop supply and return valves are open
in the test mode (having a close safety function) < 0.7% of the year.

The ESW system provides cooling to safety related components in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor
Buildings and for the four Emergency Diesel Generators. Test Procedure TP-054-076 performs a
flow balance of the ESW loops to ensure the safety related components cooled by ESW receive
adequate ESW flow. This TP has shown that only three ESW pumps are needed to supply
adequate flow to the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor Building loads, the four Emergency Diesel
Generators and the 'E'/G when aligned for test. This provides that if a failure of one of the
ESW pumps were to occur, there would still be sufficient flow available to cool the safety related
components. Currently the procedures require three ESW pumps to be operated when supporting
the operation of the 'E'/G in the test mode.

The A and B ESW Loop supply and return valves to the 'E'/G are electrically operated from a
local panel located in the same room. The valves have no automatic open function and only have
is
is aligned in the test mode. The
an automatic close function when the
'E'/G
for
is substituted
normally in the standby mode with its ESW valves closed. When the
another D/G, both the A and B Loop ESW supply and return valves are open and have no
automatic closure function. When the 'E'/G is aligned in the test mode, either the A or B loop
ESW supply and return valves are open and these valves will automatically close if a LOCA
and/or LOOP were to occur. The A and B Loop ESW supply and return valves are powered by

'E'/G

'E'/G
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the DC system. This reduces the severity of the conditions under which the valves close. If a
LOOP were to occur while the 'E'/G is in the test mode, the operating ESW pumps would trip
due to loss of AC power and they would not restart for a minimum of 40 seconds. The A or B
Loop ESW supply and return valves to the 'E'/G will close within 30 seconds of the initiation
of the LOOP. The valves would be fully closed before the ESW pumps restarted; and therefore,
the valves would be closing against zero D/P and zero flow. Ifa LOCA occurs while the 'E'/G
is in the test mode, three ESW pumps will continue to run and the fourth ESW pump would start
in approximately 40 seconds after the initiation of the LOCA. The valves will close against the
flow and D/P created by the three ESW pumps being in service. However, if the valves fail to
fully close, there is still adequate ESW flow to adequately cool the safety related components.
There are no single failures in combination with a LOCA that would prevent three ESW pumps
&om operating.

During the recent self-assessment of our Generic Letter 89-10 program, several questions were
raised on why certain types of valves were not included in the scope of the program.
Specifically, three-way (modulating) valves and quarter turn (plug) valves were not included in
the program. On the basis of the NRC responses to questions presented in Supplements 1 and 6
of Generic Letter 89-10 and recent correspondence from other utilities to the NRC, the scope of
the PP&L Generic Letter 89-10 program only includes motor operated gate, globe, and butterfly
valves. The following valves have therefore previously been excluded from our Generic Letter
89-10 program scope:
~

RHR Service Water Spray Pond Riser Drain Valves (HV-01201 A1/B1/A2/B2)
These valves are three inch plugs with a differential pressure of 15 psid and a flow of 54
gpm. These valves are normally closed and are opened to drain the spray pond risers to
prevent freezing. The valves'unction is to open manually or automatically (on high level in
the spray pond riser when the spray pond header valves are fully closed) to drain the spray
pond riser. The safety. function of these valves is to close, if open, when the spray pond
network is placed in service. The resulting operating conditions for valve closure are
maximized by calculating the operating pressures and differential pressures that could exist
as a result of full flow conditions through the associated spray headers. These conditions do
not vary with the postulated accident event, and bound the normal valve closing conditions.
These valves are part of the IST Program at Susquehanna SES and are surveilled using
surveillance procedure SO-016-002, "Quarterly Common RHRSW/ESW Valve Exercising."
This surveillance procedure performs stroke time testing on these valves once per 92 days.

- 10-
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The opening function of these valves is not required during accident conditions, and is not
considered a safety related function.
~

Control Structure Chilled Water ESW and Condenser Mixing Valves (TV-08612 A/B)
These valves are six (6) inch three way modulating valves with differential pressures of 67.3
psid and flow rates of 1000 gpm. These valves will be included in our updated IST Program.

The safety function of these valves is to modulate to control ESW condenser water
temperature by diverting water to the ESW return lines during a LOCA or LOOP. The
resulting consequences of the valve failing to modulate would be a change (increase or
This would in turn
decrease) in the temperature difference across the chiller condenser.
affect chiller performance, which could then result in variations in control structure
temperatures. The evolution of these changes in temperature would be slow to develop, and
would be diagnosed in a timely manner, and appropriate operator action could be taken.

In the event of a failure of these valves, operations and maintenance personnel would be
capable of easily accessing them, as well as other CSCW components, since this system is
located in the control structure where effects of post accident high temperatures and radiation
do not exist.
~

Control Structure Chilled Water Cooling Coil Mixing Valve for Unit Cooling Coils (TV08643 A/B, TV-08652 A/B, and TV-08662 A/B)
These valves are three (3) or four (4) inch three way modulating valves with a maximum
differential pressure of 9.6 psid and a maximum flow of 226 gpm. These valves will be
included in our updated IST Program.

The safety function of these valves is to modulate to maintain area temperature by varying
the amount of chilled water provided to the cooling coils. Excess chilled water is diverted to
The valves modulate based upon return air temperature to the unit
the coil discharges.
coolers. The resulting consequences of the valve failing to modulate would be a change
(increase or decrease) in the temperature of the affected control structure rooms/areas. The
evolution of these changes in temperature would be slow to develop, and would be diagnosed
in a timely manner, and appropriate operator action could be taken.

In the event of a failure of these valves, operations and maintenance personnel would be
capable of easily accessing them, as well as other CSCW components, since this system is
located in the control structure where effects of post accident high temperatures and radiation
do not exist.

-11-
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Beside the listed surveillances and IST Program, all the MOVs in this section receive and
internal inspection at least every 5 years. This inspection includes inspection of the terminal
lugs, limiter plate, stem,'and a grease sample.

Ifyou have any questions

or comments, please contact Mr. C.T. Coddington at (610) 774-7915.

Very truly yours,

Q l.
Atta

CC:

ents

RC Document Control Desk (orig~inal
NRC Region I
Mr. G. S. Barber, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector - SSES
Mr. C.
Poslusny, NRC Project Manager - Rockville

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYL VANIA)
: SS
COUNTY OF LEHIGH
)

GEORGE T. JONES, being duly sworn according to law, state that I am Vice
President - Nuclear Engineering of Pennsylvania Power 8 Light Company and that the facts
set forth in the attached letter regarding Revision to Generic Letter 89-10 Completion Plan,
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
I,

G

Vice Pre 'd

of,

Sworn to and subscribed
befor me i is
day
1994.

g'I

Notary Public
Notarial Seal
Martha C. Sedora, Notary Public
Allentown, Lohfgh County
My Commlsslon Expires Jan. $ b, 1998
8f1ittel;

'ssocat'an

of Notartes

r e T. Jones

t - Nuclear Engineering

ATTACHMENTA TO PLA-4124

Liberty Technologies issued a 10CFR21 indicating that the as measured thrust readings from
their Valve Operation and Evaluation System (VOTES) are incorrect. In general, the thrusts
are actually higher than measured. The specific issues include:
- inaccuracies in the stem material constants
- correcting for stem torque
- incorrect effective stem diameters
- incorrect width of the transition zone (where the stem threads stop)

In addition, during the 10CFR21 review it was discovered that PP&L used the incorrect thread
type when performing the VOTES analyses. This should also produce thrusts higher than
measured.

The resolution of the VOTES 10CFR21 has been incorporated into the MOV program and into
the new tests. The VOTES 10CFR21 is also being incorporated into all previous tests.

The Power Uprate project has issued MOV Design Basis Change Notices increasing valve
-pressures and flows up to 5 percent.

of

the majority of the valves within the G.L. 89-10 Program are being
The analyses are
performed to determine the valves'hrust and/or torque capabilities.
performed with and without seismic accelerations to envelope postulated dynamic events as
well as a motor stall. The results of the stress analyses, in conjunction with the actuator's
capabilities, are then factored back into the MOV actuator sizing calculations and MOV
Drawings to indicate the valve assembly's capabilities.
Stress

analyses

The existing Degraded Grid analysis has been replaced by a newer version (as a result of the
Electrical SSFI). In addition, the existing degraded voltage calculations concluded that the
voltages at the motor terminals were very low. Therefore, the degraded voltage calculations
have been revised using the new Degraded Grid analysis and removing all excess
conservatisms.

Page
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In order to provide greater "thrust windows" for VOTES testing a new allowable thrust
methodology has been developed. The new methodology includes the following changes:
a.
Open and close directions are listed separately.
b. VOTES accuracy is not included in the design values but is accounted for in the
field.
c. Static and Dynamic test thrust criteria is listed separately.
d. In process testing allowable thrusts are now listed.

The Limitorque published spring pack curves do not match the actual spring pack behavior.
This deficiency has been verified theoretically (Calculation M-VLV-445) and by site spring
PP&L has
pack testing. Limitorque is aware of this issue and is performing an assessment.
developed spring pack curves which are being used for design and testing.

Previously, PP&L did not measure torque for any valves. Torque measurement is required for
a.

b.
c.

Quarter turn valves
Rising-rotating valves
To validate use of 0.15 stem factor

PP&L is presently measuring torque on selected valves.

Previously, the voltage drop calculations and mechanical MOV performance calculations do not
address the effects of elevated temperature on MOV output. Specifically, the AC voltage drop
calculations did not compensate for the motor resistance used in the circuit model for elevated
temperature.

Limitorque has issued a Part 21 and a maintenance update which PP&L has incorporated into
of the MOVs.

the design

Previously, PP&L used the Industry methodology to calculate MOV thrust and to size
actuators. Specifically, a valve factor of 0.3 had been used.

In addition, a
The NRC has questioned the use of this factor as being unconservative.
phenomenon (Rate of Loading) has been discovered whereby the MOV develops less thrust at
the torque switch trip setpoint under differential pressure conditions than it does under static
conditions. Therefore, Rate of Loading was not accounted for in the design calculations
previously.

Page 2
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ATTACHMENTA TO PLAP124

Presently, PP&L is using a valve factor of 0.5 for gate valves and a 10% factor for rate of
loading and margin.
10.

A methodology to calculate Rising-Rotating Valve torque

has been developed and is

being validated by site testing (by torque measurement).
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ATlACHMENT B TO PLAR124

RISING STEM VALVES SET-UP OR HAVE STATIC RETEST AFTER 6/94
VALVETAG

¹

HV-151 F007A
HV-1 51F009
HV-1 51F023

TYPE

SYSTEM

GT
GT
GB

RHR
RHR
RHR

SIZE

SAFETY
FUNCTION

RISK
PRIORITY

MAXIMUMDP
(PSID)'98

0/C
20

126
404

MAXIMUMFLOW
(GPM)

2000
24721
500

RISING STEM VALVES WITH DYNAMICTEST AFTER 6/94
VALVETAG ¹

SYSTEM

TYPE

HV-149F007
HV-149F008
HV-1 52F005A
HV-1 55F001
HV-1 55F002
HV-155F003
HV-212F073A
HV-212F073B
HV-249F007
HV-249F008
HV-255 F002
HV-255 F003
HV-255F012

RCIC
RCIC
CS
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI
RHRSW
RHRSW
RCIC
RCIC
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI

GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT

SIZE

12
10
10
10

SAFETY
FUNCTION

RISK
PRIORITY

0/C

10
10

0/C

MAXIMUMDP

MAXIMUMFLOW

(PSID)'175

(GPM)'7900

1175
371
1187
1175
1175
165
165
1175
1175
1175
1175
1474

87900
7900
220000**
672000**
672000**
5000
5000
87900
87900
672000**
672000**
500

RISK PRIORITY SCHEME
DEFINITION

PRIORITY

Causes the loss of a safety function
Causes loss of 1 of 2 systems used for a safety function.
Not 1 or 2, but within Generic Letter 89-10 scope.

*

Worst Case
** Ibs/hr steam flow
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NON-TESTABLE VALVES
;MAXIMUM+:;:.
:,:;.';;..;VAt,VE:TAG:.NVMBE digs(SYSTEM,:

,':;..;~r'..

:'VA(VE::,:i(VA|.VE'„";

TYPE:'ASSIZE

0" PUNCTfoN':i. 5'PRIQRITYA:

'!:";8 "{PSIG)"

.(GPM)

'i4:

"':i'3.3

HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV

112F075A
112F075B
11313
11314
11345
11346
12603
14182A
14182B
143F031A
1'43F031 B

143F032A
143F032B
144F001

144F004
149F010
149F013
149F031
149F059

149F060
151F004A
151F004B
151F004C
151F004D
151F008
151F009
151F015A
151F015B
151F016A
151F016B
151F017A
151F017B
151F021A
151F021B
151F027A
151F027B
152F001A
152F001B
155F004
155F006
155F042
155F066

RHRSW
RHRSW
RBCCW
RBCCW
RBCCW
RBCCW
CIG

Feedwater
Feedwater
Recirc
Re circ
Recirc
Recirc
RWCU
RWCU
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
CS
CS
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI

GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GB
DG
DG
GT
GT
GB
GB

GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT

33.3
91
91
91
91

60
1078
1078
200
200
1066
1066
1083
1083
29
1220
36

28
28

0/C
0/C
0/C

16
16

10

24
24
20
20
24
24
12
12

20
20
12
12

16
16
16
14
16
20

0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C

3

41
41
41
41

3

1070
126
359
359
316
316
478
478
305
305
340
340
23
23
33
1223

3

41

16

0
0
128
128
128
128
40
0
0
19500
19500
591
591

436
436
0

600
600
0
100
100
100
100
24721
24721
21300
21300
10000
10000
21300
21300
9500
9500
750
750
100
100
5000
5000
5000
0
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ACHMENT C TO PLA-4124

?
gi!PtlAXIMUM;:,,::,g 'j: MAXIMUM<".c.,
;::. RISK->'~I!rii :;,~!~p~j~;:;;PP<.:~~(i:!:!.:I..'. Ij))~j',FLOW.,'Ij-.".
'; PRIORITY:-"'; ':?g':IPSIGV: I:!'.lI ?gW IGPM),". "4

j':::?::.'..'jI'A@5
:

I:,'YAL~VE;:TAG,NUMBER.',:I :;<@.::!SYS'rEM>i')lN:

j.'YALVE!i j">VIVE.:',

''i"." SIZE i'i'I

HV 15766
HV 15768
HV 212F075A
HV 212F075B
HV 21313
HV 21314
HV 21345
HV 21346
HV 22603

24182A
HV 24182B
HV 243F031A
HV 243F031B
HV 243F032A
HV 243F032B
WV

HV 244F001

244F004
HV 249F010
HV 249F013
HV 249F031
HV 249F059
HV 249F060
HV 251F004A
HV 251F004B
HV 251F004C
HV 251F004D
HV 251F008
HV 251F009
HV 251F015A
HV 251F015B
HV 251F016A
HV 251F016B
HV 251F017A
HV 251F017B
HV 251F021A
HV 251F021B
HV 251F027A
'HV 251F027B
HV 252F001A
HV 252F001B
HV 255F004
HV 255F006
HV 255F042
HV 255F066
HV 25766
HV 25768
WV

":

SPCU
SPCU
RHRSW
RHRSW
RBCCW
RBCCW
RBCCW
RBCCW
CIG
Feed water
Feed water

Recirc
Re circ
Re circ
Re circ
RWCU
RWCU
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RCIC
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
RHR
CS
CS
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI
HPCI
SPCU
SPCU

GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GB
GB

'!

3

50
50
33.3
33.3
91
91
91
91

28
28

0/C
0/C
0/C
24
24
24
24
20
20
24
24
12
12

20
20

GT
GT

12
12

GB
GB

16
16
16
16

20

60
1078
1078
200
200
1066
1066
1083
1083
29
1220
36
16
16

10

DG
DG

GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT
GT

SAFETY
FUNCTIOt4

"';:.::

0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C
0/C

0/C
0/C
0/C

41
41
41
41

1070
126
359
359
316
316
478
478
305
305
340
340
23
23
33
1223
41

16

50
50

295
295
0
0
128
128
128
128

40
0
0

19500
19500
591
591

436
436
0

600
600
0
0
100
100
100
100
24721
24721

21300
21300
10000
10000
21300
21300
9500
9500
750
750
100
100
5000
5000
5000
0
295
295

Worst case
Page 2

ATTACHMENTD TO PLA-4124

HV-212F073A
HV-212F073B

These valves are the RHR/RHRSW crosstie valves. These valves are normally
closed and their safety function is to open
to provide a flowpath from the RHRSW
system to the RPV or containment, via the
RHR system,
for RPV/containment
flooding or suppression pool make-up.

HV-112F075A
HV-112F075B
HV-212F075A
HV-212F075B

These valves are the RHR/RHRSW cross-tie
valves. These valves are normally closed
and their safety function is to open to
provide a flowpath from the RHRSW
system to the RPV or containment, via the
RHR system, for RPV/containment flooding
or suppression pool make-up.

HV-11313
HV-11314
HV-11345
HV-11346
HV-21313
HV-21314
HV-21345
HV-21346

These
valves

HV-12603
HV-22603

These

valves are containment isolation
for the RBCCW to the reactor
recirculation pump seal and motor oil
coolers. These valves'afety function is to
close for containment isolation on a high
drywell pressure or low reactor level 1
signal.

valves
are
the
Containment
Instrument Gas compressor suction inboard
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally open to provide a suction path
instrument
for the containment
gas
compressors. The valves'afety function is
to close on a containment isolation signal.
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HV-14182A
HV-14182B
HV-24182A
HV-24182B

These valves are the RWCU return isolation
valves to the feedwater header and are
considered outboard manual containment
isolation valves. These valves are normally
open and will remain open unless remote
manually closed. These valves'afety
function is to remote manually close to
effect long term containment isolation.

HV-143F031A
HV-143 F03 1B
HV-243 F03 1A
HV-243 F031B

These valves are the reactor recirculation
pump discharge valves. These valves are
normally open to provide a discharge path
for the recirculation system. The safety
function of these valves is to close on a
LOCA plus low reactor pressure signal, to
assure the proper alignment for LPCI

injection.

HV-143 F032A
HV-143 F032B
HV-243F032A
HV-243F032B

These valves are the reactor recirculation
pump discharge bypass valves. These valves
are normally open and provide a discharge
path for the recirculation system during
pump start-up. The safety function of these
valves is to close on a LOCA plus low
reactor pressure signal, to assure the proper

alignment for LPCI injection.

HV-144F001
HV-244F001

These valves are the RWCU inboard
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally open and their safety function
is to close on a reactor low level signal or
on indication of a RWCU system break
from the steam leak detection system.
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HV-144F004
HV-244F 004

These

HV-149F007
HV-149F008
HV-249F007
HV-249F008

These valves are the RCIC steam supply
line to the RCIC turbine containment
isolation valves. These valves are normally
open for RCIC operation and their safety
function is to close for containment isolation
when RCIC is not operating.

HV-149F010
HV-249F010

These valves are the RCIC suction valves
from the condensate storage tank and are
normally open. These valves'afety
function is to close on suction transfer from
the CST to the suppression pool.

HV-149F013
HV-249F013

These valves are the RCIC injection shutoff
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally closed and their safety function
is to open on RCIC initiation, and to close
for containment isolation when RCIC is not
operating.

HV-149F031
HV-249F031

These valves are the RCIC suppression pool
suction containment isolation valves. These
valves are normally closed and will open on
low level conditions in the CST. The
valves'afety function is to open on
automatic RCIC suction transfer from CST
to suppression pool, and to remote manually
close for containment isolation.

valves are the RWCU outboard
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally open and their safety function
is to close on a reactor low level signal, on
indication of a RWCU system break from
on
the steam leak detection system,
initiation of Standby Liquid Control system,
heat
and
on RWCU nonregenerative
exchanger high outlet temperature.
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ATTACHMENTD TO PLAR124

HV-149F059
HV-249F059

These valves are the containment isolation
valves on the RCIC turbine exhaust to the
suppression pool. These valves are normally
open and their safety function is to remote
manually close if required to provide long

term containment isolation.

HV-149F060
HV-249F060

These valves are the RCIC barometric
condenser vacuum pump discharge to the
suppression
pool containment isolation
valves. These valves are normally open and
their safety function is to perform a manual

containment isolation function.

HV-149F062
HV-249F062

These valves are the outboard containment
isolation valves on the RCIC turbine exhaust
vacuum breaker line. These valves are
normally open and will close on a high
drywell pressure plus low RCIC steam
supply pressure signal. The safety function
of these valves is to close on the above
signals to effect containment isolation.

HV-149F084
HV-249F084

These valves are the inboard containment
isolation valves on the RCIC turbine exhaust
vacuum breaker line. These valves are
normally open and will close on a high
drywell pressure plus low RCIC steam
supply pressure signal. The safety function
of these valves is to close on the above
signals to effect containment isolation.

HV-151F004A
HV-151FOOSB

HV-151F004C
HV-151F004D
HV-251F004A
HV-251F004B
HV-251F004C
HV-251 F004D

-

These valves are the RHR suppression pool
suction manual containment isolation valves.
These valves are normally open to provide a
suction path for LPCI and their safety
function is to remote manually close to

provide long term containment isolation.
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HV-151 F007A

This valve is the RHR pump minimum flow
bypass valve. This valve is normally closed
and its safety function is to open to prevent
damage to the pumps during low flow
condition and to close when sufficient flow
exists to assure maximum LPCI flow to the
vessel.

valves are the shutdown cooling
containment
isolation
supply outboard
valves
are
valves. These
normally closed
and are opened for shutdown cooling mode
of RHR. The safety function of these valves
is to close on a shutdown cooling isolation
signal.

HV-151F008
HV-251F008

These

HV-151F009
HV-251F009

These valves are the shutdown cooling
supply inboard containment isolation valves.
These valves are normally closed and are
opened for shutdown cooling mode of RHR.
The safety function of these valves is to
close on a shutdown cooling isolation
signal.

HV-151 F015A
HV-151F015B
HV-251F015A
HV-251F015B

These valves are the RHR injection inboard
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally closed and their safety function
is to open on LPCI initiation during LOCA,
and to close on low level 3 when in

shutdown cooling.

HV-151F016A
HV-151F016B
HV-251 F016A
HV-251F016B

These valves are the drywell spray header
isolation valves.
outboard containment
These valves are normally closed. The
safety function of these valves is to open for
containment spray and to close for

containment isolation.
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are the RHR outboard
injection control valves. These valves are
normally open and their safety function is to
open and close as required to control
injection flow during LPCI and containment
cooling modes of RHR.

HV-151F017A
HV-151F017B
HV-251F017A
HV-251F017B

These

HV-151F021A
HV-151 F021B
HV-251F021A
HV-251F021B

These valves are the drywell spray header
inboard containment isolation valves. These
valves are normally closed. The safety
function of these valves is to open for
containment spray and to subsequently close

valves

for containment isolation.
HV-151F023

This valve is the RHR head spray outboard
containment isolation valve. This valve is
normally closed and its safety function is to
close, if open, on a reactor low level 3,
RHR isolation, High Drywell pressure, or
reactor pressure greater than allowable for
shutdown cooling.

HV-151F027A
HV-151F027B
HV-251F027A
HV-251F027B

These valves are the suppression chamber
spray header inboard containment isolation
valves. These valves are normally closed.
The safety function of these valves is to
open for suppression chamber spray.

HV-152F001A
HV-152F001B
HV-252F001A
HV-252F001B

are
These
valves
suppression
pool

HV-152FOOSA

This valve is the Core Spray injection
inboard containment isolation valve. This
valve is normally closed and its safety
function is to open on Core Spray initiation
and low reactor pressure, and to close to
provide containment isolation.

Core
Spray
manual
suction
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally open to provide a suction path
for core spray injection and their safety
function is to remote manually close to
provide long term containment isolation.
the
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HV-155F001

This valve is the HPCI injection valve.
This valve is normally open, and the safety
function of this valve is to open on a HPCI
injection signal.

HV-155 F002
HV-255 F002

This valve is the HPCI steam supply line
inboard containment isolation valve. This
valve is normally open, and the safety
function of this valve is to close on a HPCI
isolation signal.

HV-155F003
HV-255F003

This valve is the HPCI steam supply line
outboard containment isolation valve. This
valve is normally open, and the safety
function of this valve is to close on a HPCI
isolation signal.

HV-155 F004
HV-255F004

These valves are the HPCI suction valves
from the condensate storage tank and are
normally open. These valves'afety
function is to automatically close on suction
transfer from the CST to the suppression

pool.

HV-155F006
HV-255 F006

These valves are the HPCI injection shutoff
containment isolation valves. These valves
are normally closed and their safety function
is to open on HPCI initiation, and to close
for containment isolation when HPCI is not

operating.

HV-255 F012

This valve is the HPCI minimum flow
bypass valve. This valve is normally closed
and will open when HPCI is operating with
inadequate flow, and will reclose when
adequate HPCI flow is developed. The
valves safety function is to open to provide
minimum flow to the HPCI pump, and to
close to ensure sufficient HPCI flow is sent
to the RPV and to also provide containment
isolation.
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HV-155 F042
HV-255 F042

These valves are the HPCI suppression pool
suction containment isolation valves. These
valves are normally closed and will open on
low level conditions in the CST or high
water level in the suppression pool. The
valves'afety function is to open on

automatic HPCI suction transfer from CST
to suppression pool, and to remote manually
or
close
for containment
isolation
realignment of HPCI suction to the CST.

HV-155F066
HV-255F066

These valves are the containment isolation
valves on the HPCI turbine exhaust to the
suppression pool. These valves are normally
open and their safety function is to remote
manually close if required to provide long
term containment isolation.

HV-155F075
HV-255F075

These valves are the outboard containment
isolation valves on the HPCI turbine exhaust
vacuum breaker lines. These valves are
normally open and will close on a high
drywell pressure plus low HPCI steam
supply pressure signal. The safety function
of this valve is to close on the above signals
to effect containment isolation.

HV-155F079
HV-255 F079

These valves are the inboard containment
isolation valves on the HPCI turbine exhaust
vacuum breaker lines. These valves are
normally open and will close on a high
dry well pressure plus low HPCI steam
supply pressure signal. The safety function
of these valves is to close on the above
signals to effect containment isolation.

HV-15766
HV-25766

These valves are the suppression pool
containment
inboard
cleanup
system
isolation valves. These valves are normally
closed and their safety function is to close,
if open, on a LOCA signal.
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HV-15768
HV-25768

These valves are the suppression pool
outboard
containment
cleanup
system
isolation valves. These valves are normally
closed and their safety function is to close,
if open, on a LOCA signal.
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